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The response in this journal by coldsmith ("Why are there
stilI social metaphysics?", 1981:I-7) to our article ("Why are
there no social physics?", L979:33-58), draws the line betvreen
the scientific (or positivistic), and the humanistic traditions
in our discipline. In what follows, $re hope to draw the line
even more clear1y.

The most striking thing, to us, about Golalsmith's remarks is
that they are so unconstructive. we do not object to others
taking non-science approaches in order to understand phenomena.
There are, after all, many roads to insight. we do object,
however, to those like Golilsmith who seek to discredit the very
possibility of doing science on human phenomena. tet's be
realIy clear about this. ?he positivistic and the humanistic
perspectives on the study of human behavior and hunan internal
states (values, for exanple) really are quite Cifferent. It's
time to draw the lines unambiguousty and to get on \^rith the job
of doing two different kinds of anthropology, seientific and
humanistic. (We dislike the use of 'humanist.ic' as an antonym
for 'positivistic' because it appears to connote a lesser
concern for humanity by positivists than by humanists.
Nonetheless, having said this, vre will ilistinguish hereafter
between positivists and humanists, since this is such a common
distinction in our fie1d.)

Now, t.he quesr-ion must be asked: why is it that the humanist
anthropologists are sometj.mes so antiscientific?, What on earth
for? Two things come quickiy to mind: I) competition for
materi-af resources, such as university posts, grant funds,
journal space, graduate research assistants, consultlng income;
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and 2) honest conflict over the potential ,lbuse of tre powerfuL
knowledge that.oositivistic science croduces. Stiil-, what hay-o
humenist.s achieved by railing agairrst. irosir-ir/isn? They h:,:e
done weII in pointing orr- t1e Liinitations of r-ne scieitLiEj-,1
method, but they have done so on faith and Llley have faiLe,l t,t
provide a program of Sturly that woLlld ieaC t,l ,.isef uL r.suLr-s ,..
specificall.y, results that can be preCicrably applie.l to tne
solution of human problems (disease and poverty for exanple)

Ncw it is clear that knowledge ivhich permits predictron of
phenomena aiso perrnj"ts their control, and bhis, r:f co.Jrse, rs
where the legitimate fear of rOuse cdmes in. 1t is aLsc ci,:ar
that there is no way to guallqqe_g the i:enef icent rrse of
scientific knowledge; science h-s pI-y-d a part, at nanT pcints
in history, in producing unsp6-,a=iable human suffer ing as weil as
:in alleviating it. On 

"he 
other hand, efforts tc dis:r:edit

positivisLic science as an effective way Lc achieve
understanding (and, by the nature of understauding, control) of
human phenomena, are ili-conceived" Worse, ii seems r-c rls t:taL
those efforts must piay into the hands of t-h6g. rvhcse vair:-os are
eschewed by all humane scholars, humanisLs and posi'-i,/rsts
a1ike. Humanists rarely attain the polits-icai power that is
needed to keep the abuse of science in check. S.ientist-s often
do.

Honesty compel-s the admission that the scientific method is
also based on faith ,,. fairh that it- will permit understanding,
predictir:n anC, ultimately, ccntrol of phenomena, Ioday,
several hundred \rears inlo the i{estern-science cultural era,
that faith seems, for the time being, justi.'ied. !,therever the
scientific melhod has been systematical-Ly turned on a
phenomenon, the result.s have been spectacuLar in terms of
prediction and control. And, as we have said, that is at cnce
the lure of science and the source of many moral dilemmas.

perhaps as a resuit of those CiLemmas, sotne scholars cf
humanity prefer not to participate in the deveLopment of a
science of humanity. We respect those motives. And there are
those scholars whose interests in humanity are beyond the sccpe
of the sclentific method. Theologians/ coets, and some
philosophers who are concerned with the "meaning of LiF,.,,, for
example, are in this latt.er grcup. We respect those pursuit:
and v/e suggest that humanist enthropologists ivould do better to
identify with that group of scholar; than witn sociaL science at
aIl.

We would find it amusinE to see so manlr anthropologists
trying to straddle science and nonscience, trying to 'oe taken
seriously as scientists in the scientific world and flailirg
against science aL the same t.ime, were it not for tne fact. thattheir ambivalence really Coes impede science, and impedes the
efforts of positivists to become useful servants oE humanity.
Goldsmith is free to be a nonscientist; but what businass Coes
he have being an antiscientist? iIe produces no evidence thal
our prograrn for the E6iElopment of a science of humanity would
faiL to lead to greater prediction and contr.;I, and to the
alleviation of human problems. Goldsmith produces nc evirlence
that human beings are inherently unsusceptible t,t scientific
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investigation, or that their behavior is not subjecL to the ki,nd
of discoverable rules that permit prediction, The fact i"s that
we already know a great deal about prediction and conLrol on the
individual level from the efforts of psychologists. We are
beginning to learn a fair amount about social groups as we1l.
Cne ma1, question whether the control of masses of people through
scientific marketing, for example, is a salutary outcome of
social and behavloral science. But is such a legi-timate concern
an adequaLe basis for clai:ning that a positivistic science of
humanity is not possible? This is no time for the fainthearted.
It is surely time for ail of us to think very hard about the
ethicaL responsibilities that such knowledge produces, But is
no Lime to confuse such issues with that of the development of a
science of humanity.

Now for some specifics. Goldsmith says that we "could claim
... that the question (Why Are There No Social Physics?) is not
addresseC" to him because he does not share our presupposit-ions
(p. f). Precisely. We have absolutely nothing against the
pr:esuppositions that coldsmith does hold about metaphysics
(presumabJ,y just as absolute! ) i but since the scientific
approacir rejects metaphysics entirely, we wouLd find no need for
further discussion of the matter . .. exceph for t.he fact that
Gcldsmith (and others in anthr:opology) keep r:aising the issue.
Erom our perspective, it is Lhe ut.terly fuLile attempt to finrl a
micldle ground between metaphyslcs and physics that Euarantees
t-he fail-ure of social science lo develop the power of predici:ion
and usefulness i:hat is Lhe hailmark of the physicai sciences.

coldsmith notes Lhat "fcr many anthropologists, incl,uding
myself, 'social physics- is a conEradict-ion in terms" (p, t).
For us, tne a priorj- rejection of a method (science) for
understandinE humanity, when that method has worked for so many
other things (rocks, stars, genes, oeeans) seems sil1y. StiII,
it is anyone-s privilege to reject positivism ,.. so long as
they recognize the privilege of others to pursue this Iine of
inquiry, Good poe'Ls usually recognize the value of science,
just as good scientists recognize tiie vafue of poetry.

Goldsmith says that our commitment is lo a method ralher
than to a subject. erecisely, we are, indeed, committed to the
scienr-iiic method; lt,tis is because we have evidence that iL
works. We want to know whai: the results will be if we.intervene
in a particular social problem in a particular way. We also
want t.o know what will happen if we -don't intervene. i,le want to
be able to do this so that we can have the qhe&e, based on
somethi.ng more than just a hunch, of whether to intervene cr
not; and how to intervene; and for how }ong. The fear that
positivistic, scientific knowledge oE human behavior and values
will lead to engineering of those things is well justj-fied. But
from our perspective, engineering is part of Lhe scientific
process. it is the test of knowledge in a1l areas of science.
From our perspective, applied anthropology is not merely
jusEified on the grounds that we cannot escape our
responsibi,lity to make the world a better place. That's an easy
argument to reject, because it is just as easy to claim that no
such responsibility exists, in the first pIace, and +-hat,
anyway, we don't know enough to intervene in people's Iives. We
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believe instead that applied anthropology (if taken seriousiy)
is the foundation of a science of humanity, base'J cn t1e study
of natural experiments, the goal of whicn is prediction arld
usefulness. By 'natural experiment' we mean the tests, loing on
aIl around us, of ruLes gover-ning i-ruman behavior. -r'Ie cannot
choose which rural vil-lage gets an irrigation system anl whicil
vilLage does noL; we cannot provide clinics to some villages and
not to others; we ca-nnot randomly assign some corPorate cff i(les
to hecome automa-Led and others nct to bei but every Lime others
make those decisions, tests of rules governing human behavior
are set in mot,lon, A naturalistic, positivistic discipirne
seeks to discover and to test those rules' Anthropoiogrstr whc
are not interested in the development cf social engineering
should not, t.herefore, align themselves with the camp irl fur
discipline that Iikes to consider itself scientif ic.

Goldsmi-th criticizes our research on the small lorlJ
problem. We reporbed a few of the essential resuLts of the
iesearch in our I979 article in this journal, and we Cid so i-r
order to ilLustrate some points. We did not report fuLLiz cn our
research because it was already in print (Killworth and tsei-nard,
f978), After criticizing our work, Goldsnith says 'perhaps my
criticism could be countered by a fuLler exposit-ion of the
research. In its abbreviated form it fails to convince ne that
it represenEs a major advance in understancling human behavior'
(p. 4). Well-, Goldsmith could just go and read the 'fuller
expositicn'if he likes. lle will find alI the objectionable
assumptions there, discussed in detail, that he rails againsL.
And he will remain unconvinced that our research is a major
advance in understanding human behavior. On the other hand, we
are not convinced that it is a major advance, either, and we
never claimed it to be. Goldsmith's accusation that we think
our research is a major advance is a misr'.ading. We are, to be
sure, committed to the scientifrc method. But we are committed
neither Lo the techniques we use in any given experiment, nor to
the resu.Its from any given experiment. in science, single
experiments do not usually establish much. !'Je have since
repeated our experiment twice (tsernard, Kiilworth and McCartyl
I982; Kj-llworth, Bernard and l'{ccarty, l9B4) and we are in Lile
process of repeating it three more times in three Cifferent
cultures.

Goldsmith also misundersLands our statemeni. on small-worl,l
research. t{e stated (l-979:11) that the " smail- world techni.que
tells us nothing about the ruLes which govern the structure."
However, GoJ-dsmith (198I:4) decides to define a result
(incidentally, rnisquoted by a factor of I00, almost certainLy a
typographical error) of some excellent research (by !lllgram) :s
a rule or law. perhaps we just ,liffer on our lefinition of
laws; Goldsmith's operant definition would incLude "water
freezes at zero ceIsius," a 'rule' which Lells us notl-ring
whatever about the properties of heaL, water or ternperature.
Laws tell us why water freezes at zero ceisius.

But without a doubt, GoLdsmith's pet hate was our
back-of-the-envelope model of human group evoluLion. I: 3eems
to us that his reaction operated at two different levels. the
first Ievel is the (understandabLe) [ear that i. t t.he entire



course and process of human group evolution could ever be
reduced to a smaLl rnodel which ran on an Hp-25 pocket
calculator, then a lot of anthropologists woufd be out of a job.
This also says, in a disguised sray, that "I believe human group
evolution to be a very complex thing, and therefore anybody
even for the purposes of making a point in a paper - who
purports to be able to model such a thing is obviously wrong."
We1l, we too made no bones about the complexity - but that's not
whaL modelling is aII about. One extracts some of the salient
features of a situation (based on prior scientific, tested
research, or failing the existence of these, based on a good
hunch) and sees r^rhat happens when these features are simulated
mathematically. Tf we don't Iike the output, for whatever
reason, then back to the drawing board, If there are some
interesting features in the output, then vre explore those more
closely and see if we can understand why they came about.

Modellers in the physical sciences Co this aL1 the time;
it's a standard technique for t.urning up interesting ideas that
can be tested in the field, i.e., in the laboratory or in
natural situat.ions. One of us spends much of his time running
models of oceans in square boxes. Oceans aren't square. But
using a square box in a model- cuts the complexity down and
(hopefully) lets us see sorne of the wood between the trees.
Oceans aren't simple. But concentrating on just some features
(e.9. ignoring temperature in one mode1, or wind and waves in
another) Iets us see what's going on. people aren-t square or
simple either. But does thaE make them fundamentally Iess
susceptible of being modelled, a priori, than oceans? Sure,
they nay turn out to be; but we would be foolish to assume so
from the beginning, Occan knew what he was doing,

The second fundamental objection is also based on worry, but
is more subtle. Purel,y for didactic purposes, our little model
contained a great deal of r:andom number generation. Many
people, Goldsnith among then, would probably rail at
randomj-zation being considered as one of the fundamental driving
mechanisms of human group evolution - at least in the
deliberately straightforward, uncomplicated, manner that we
introduced it. After all, if things are really that random, why
study them?

We confess that t.his was furthest from our minds when we
wrote our paper, But recentl),, Mayhev/ (1984) has also argued
that j-n order to study any phenomenon, we should convince
ourselves first that the phenomenon yj.elds events which differ
significantly from those which might occur by chance alone in a
random universe. He is, of course, quite right. At
sufficiently small, scales, most phenomena look pretty random.
Fluids behave themselves (i.e., obey laws) until one gets to
tiny length scales r,rhere Brownian motion comes in; and still
smaller, when quasi-random molecular motion occurs. perhaps
inCj.vidual people are like molecules; they certainly seem pretty
random to us, though they obviously also seem to satisfy laws
most of the time. En masse, though, people may well be more
intelligible. we believe that most anthropologists share this
belief, but not necessarily our way of lookihg aa it. And they
surely don't have to share our quantitative method of studying
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people. There is notning inherentl;z norlposi'-ivisti': about
qualitative data. Physical science relies CesperaLely on ftzz7,
descriptive data .rs n.:ch .as it loes on pre:is+ measJre'nenr i'
Both yield insight, but quantitative data aLsr yielrt
replica-nility ... aid chat, cf co,:rse, is why all scienti;ts
mo-ve from (ualitative data to quanti:1tive daLa as quic<i)z as
they can.

So, can there be a science of humanity? ObviousiT, we think
there can be. In our earlier article in this loL-irnal, we

pointed out some of the reasons for the failure of anthropolr:gy
io contribute to the development cf such a science so far. we

can, summarize those reasons here, in one phrase: because i:'s
never been tr:ied in a systemati-c way by a critical mass cf
practitioners at the same Lime. In order for a science to
develop, there must be a Iarge group cf practitioners who are
unainbivalent abcut the enterprise in the fir3t place. They
cannot be rendered impotent by concerns about whether the
enterprise is possible.

It seems to us that that is just what Soes on in
anthropology. llore time is spent in existentiaL crisis,
worryi-ng a6out whether or no[ science is possicle than in
conducting science as if it were possible. 1t could turn out
that another :ner-hod wiil be found that is better for studying
humanity than is positivistic science. For the moment, though,
no such method has been found; so statements about metaphysics
and the limitalions of positivism will have to be based cn
something other than faith if the antipositivists hope to win
this battle.
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